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Izvleček: 
Z omogočanjem inovativnosti in zmanjšanjem transakcijskih stroškov so platformski poslovni 
modeli korenito spremenili različne panoge. Platforme veliko svoje vrednosti prenašajo od 
skupnosti, ki jim služijo, nazaj v skupnost in omogočajo delitev virov. Industrije, za katere so 
značilni ponudniki z omejenimi viri, so prednosti takšnih modelov najbolj izkoristile. V 
gradbeništvu obstaja množica malih in srednjih podjetij z omejenimi viri. Takšen model bi 
lahko bil torej zanimiv tudi za gradbeništvo. Naloga ga demonstrira z reševanjem enega od 
problemov digitalizacije gradbeništva s pomočjo platforme. Pri digitalizaciji igrajo ključno 
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Pristop k problemom industrije z uporabo poslovnega modela platforme ima za rezultat 
vključitev več skupnosti v rešitev in nove funkcije, ki bi jih bilo težko doseči drugače. 
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platform business model resulted in involving more communities in the solution and in new features 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background  
It wasn’t long ago; Nokia was a successful handset manufacturer. In 1999, Nokia was the most valuable 
company in Europe, with a market capitalization of €200 billion (Yoffie and Cusumano, 2015). Over 
the next decade, Nokia dominated the global cell phone industry (Yoffie and Cusumano, 2015; Moazed 
and Johnson, 2016). By the beginning of 2014, Nokia’s market capitalization had declined to $30 billion 
(Moazed and Johnson, 2016). but how did Nokia get there? How was Nokia bitten by a new comer, the 
iPhone? The iPhone turned the cell phone industry giants (Nokia and BlackBerry) into virtually 
irrelevant players within just a few short years (Yoffie and Cusumano, 2015). Compared to a 
BlackBerry, the iPhone was inferior: It had a shorter battery life, it used too much data and it wasn’t 
secure (Moazed and Johnson, 2016). But how did iPhone did it? The answer is that both companies, 
Nokia and BlackBerry, were still bringing a knife to a gunfight—or more accurately, a smartphone to a 
platform fight (Moazed and Johnson, 2016). In the last decade, Nokia and Blackberry have lost 90 
percent of their market value to the platform giants Apple and Google (Parker, Van Alstyne and 
Choudary, 2016). 
Shifting from the smartphone giants to the accommodation giant, Air Bed & Breakfast (Airbnb) was 
started out as a means of extra cash, by two friends who couldn't afford the rent. Today, Airbnb is a 
giant enterprise active in 220 countries, where it lists over seven million properties ranging from studio 
apartments to actual castles and has served over 750 million guests (Airbnb Inc., 2020). Airbnb did all 
these without owning a single hotel room of its own (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016; 
Cusumano, Gawer and Yoffie, 2019). It has achieved a scope and value that a traditional hotelier can 
hope to reach, only after decades of often risky investment and hard work, in just a few years (Parker, 
Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016).  But how? Again, the answer is platform.  Airbnb applied the 
platform model to the hotel business (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016; Cusumano, Gawer and 
Yoffie, 2019). 
Both, iPhone and Airbnb, are just two examples from a list of disruptive platforms that includes Amazon, 
YouTube, eBay, Wikipedia, Upwork, Twitter, KAYAK, Instagram, Pinterest, Uber, Alibaba, and 
Facebook and dozens more (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). Platform transforms industries, 
changes how value is created and results in creating new opportunities (Parker, Van Alstyne and 
Choudary, 2016). 
The construction industry, with an estimated expenses of $14 trillion by 2025, has only an average of 1 
percent labour-productivity growth per year over the past two decades, compared with a rate of 2.8 
percent in the case of the total economy and 3.6 percent in manufacturing (McKinsey Global Institute, 
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2017). McKinsey Global Institute (2017) has identified infusing digital technology to be one of the ways 
to tackle the root causes that underline the poor productivity growth of the industry. 
However, the construction industry has been slow to adopt process and technology innovations, in fact, 
it is one of the least digitized industries (Agarwal and Sridhar, 2016). But how could innovation be 
promoted in the industry? Once more the answer could be platform. 
Going back to the smartphone giant, iPhone, back to their old slogan, “There’s an app for that.”, Apple 
was encouraging innovation. Apple knew early on that a large part of the value of the iPhone wasn’t just 
in the phone itself but rather in the new experiences that it enabled developers to build for users (Moazed 
and Johnson, 2016).  
In a nutshell, all platforms do two things: reduce transaction costs and enable complementary innovation 
(Moazed and Johnson, 2016), which is what the construction industry needs, particularly the 
construction’s small and medium enterprises (SMEs).  
1.2 Objective 
The aim of this thesis is to propose a platform business model for the construction industry. Platform 
business models provide a space and a set of standards and protocols that facilitate interactions across 
a large number of participants (Kim and Yoo, 2019). To that extend; 
• A platform where project data and project information can live, 
• A platform where different project data can integrate, 
• A platform where project data and project-actors can integrate is proposed. 
1.3 Thesis Structure 
The thesis is divided into 8 chapters, organized as follows: 
➢ Chapter 2 deals with the literature review. To give a basic understanding; platform is defined 
and some characteristics of the construction industry are, also, stated.  
➢ Chapter 3 gives an overview of the latest technologies of the construction industry that are based 
on platform business models. The chapter, also, gives an insight into the state-of-the-art 
collaboration and document management technologies.    
➢ Chapter 4 focuses on the overview of the platform. The requirements, the goals and the business 
model of the proposed platform is described. 
➢ Chapter 5 explains the architecture of the platform.  
➢ Chapter 6 presents the evaluation and test of the prototype platform. The result of the evaluation 
of the prototype against the core idea of the platform is presented. The prototype is also checked 
against the requirements set in chapter four. 
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➢ Chapter 7 presents the Analysis of the prototype platform. The strengths, weakness, 
opportunities and threats the platform has or will have are discussed.  
➢ Chapter 8 deals with the conclusion of the thesis. The work done is summarized, the findings 
are concluded and the possible future works that could be done are listed in this chapter. 
1.4 Definition of Terms 
Platform: refers to the environment where platform business model is implemented. 
Project: refers to a construction project. 
Solution: refers to providing a business the means or tool to complete a specific action, like a software 
package. 
Service:  refers to providing a business the help it needs to complete a specific action. 
File-based Architecture: refers to a system architecture where a file format, the native or not, is 
uploaded/retrieved to/from some central repository.  
Model-based Architecture: refers to a system architecture where a structured data is 
uploaded/retrieved to/from some central repository. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter describes the general concept underlying the idea of platform in construction. First, a 
platform business model is defined, to give an understanding of what it is and where it could be applied. 
Then a brief description of the construction industry is made, with current and future developments 
under consideration.   
2.1 Understanding Platform Business Model 
2.1.1 Defining Platform 
Oxford English dictionary (Oxford University Press, 2020) defines platform as a raised level surface on 
which people or things can stand. For example, the raised area alongside a rail track in a train station 
that allows passengers a convenient access to trains is called a railway platform (Railway platform - 
Wikipedia, 2020), also known as physical platform. However, the main concern of the thesis is not with 
that type of platform or any other but with the one that allows platform business models to stand.  
So, what is a platform business model? A more general definition is given by (Cusumano, Gawer and 
Yoffie, 2019) platform business model is a business model based on connecting individuals and 
organizations for a common purpose or for sharing a common resource. Parker, Van Alstyne and 
Choudary (2016) also defined it as a business model based on enabling value-creating interactions 
between external producers and consumers.  
Thus, platforms deliver products or services by bringing together two or more market actors or “sides” 
(e.g., buyers and sellers, or an operating system maker with users, application developers, and hardware 
producers) that would not otherwise interact or easily connect (Cusumano, Gawer and Yoffie, 2019). 
For this reason, they are often called multisided platforms (Evans and Schmalensee, 2016). 
Overall, these companies act as intermediaries, developing and managing an aggregation platform for 
goods and services of the same type (Ruggieri et al., 2018). The role of platform business model is to 
provide a space and a set of standards and protocols that facilitate interactions across a large number of 
participants (Kim and Yoo, 2019). Platform can serve as an intermediary for direct exchange or 
transactions, transaction platform, or they can serve as a technological foundation upon which other 
firms develop complementary innovation, Innovation platform, or be both, Hybrid platform (Cusumano, 
Gawer and Yoffie, 2019).  
2.1.2 How are Platforms Characterized? 
➢ Platform businesses create value using resources they don’t own or control(Parker, Van Alstyne 
and Choudary, 2016). Airbnb without owning rooms, Uber without owning cars and Facebook 
without producing content are such examples, all succeed without owning resources.   
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➢ Platforms drive much of their values from the communities they serve (Parker, Van Alstyne and 
Choudary, 2016). YouTube is such an example; the content is produced by and to the 
community. 
That being said, a multi-sided business has to make sure that not only do members of each of 
its customer groups get enough value to want to participate, but that enough of them participate 
to make members of each of the other customer groups want to participate as well, which is 
required by matchmakers to survive and grow (Evans and Schmalensee, 2016). 
➢ Platforms invert companies, blurring business boundaries and transforming firms’ traditional 
inward focus into an outward focus (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). Firms are being 
turned inside out as value-creating activities move beyond their direct control and their 
organizational boundaries (Choudary, Van Alstyne and Parker, 2016).  
The retail sector is such a good example. A research made by Hänninen, Smedlund and 
Mitronen (2018), concluded that platform business model redefined the basic logics of the retail 
industry, as platforms simply intermediate transactions between buyers and suppliers rather than 
handling the entire supply and logistics chain themselves. For decades, physical retailers, from 
small boutiques on main street to massive shopping malls in the suburbs, have designed their 
businesses to encourage people to come in, browse, and discover, and then to buy and carry the 
merchandise home, which dictated the size of their stores, how they are laid out, their marketing, 
their prices, and much more (Evans and Schmalensee, 2016).  
However, now those business practices don’t make as much sense when all a consumer wants 
to do is pay and pick up his merchandise as efficiently as possible (Evans and Schmalensee, 
2016). 
2.1.3 Where to apply Platform Business Model? 
   The reduction of substantial friction is a necessary condition, but not a sufficient condition, for a 
platform to succeed (Evans and Schmalensee, 2016). So, what should be the characteristics of a business, 
to apply a successful platform business model? 
In a research done by Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary (2016), here are the business/industries that 
are ready for a platform revolution: 
• Information-intensive industry: how does the business generate value, using physical 
assets or information assets? 
• Industries with non-scalable gatekeepers: How is the business transaction characterized? 
Does it depend on gatekeepers? Are the gatekeepers scalable or non-scalable? Gatekeepers 
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manage the flow of a business’ value. A good example is a receptionist. Receptionists are 
first in line in managing hotels’ business value, i.e. the use of rooms by customers. A 
human receptionist can only accommodate one customer at a time, thus non-scalable. 
However, a virtual receptionist can accommodate as many customers as they are online, 
simultaneously, thus scalable.  
• Highly fragmented industries: Is it possible to increase efficiency? 
• Industries characterized by extreme information asymmetries. Does one party have an 
information advantage compared to the other one? 
2.1.4  Key factors for the success of a platform? 
  The success of a platform is determined by the connection, gravity and flow of the platform (Choudary 
and Bonchek, 2013).  
• Connection:  Does the platform focus on specific transactions? Is it easy to use it? 
   When Facebook started out it focused on a simple core transaction. It was simple by Design, unlike 
its earlier competitors, who had many more features (Moazed and Johnson, 2016).  
• Gravity: Does the platform have a positive or a negative network effect? 
   Network effect refers to the impact that the number of users has on the platform value created for each 
user (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). A Positive network effect is characterized with the 
increase of significant value whereas Negative being with the reduction in the value produced for each 
user (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). When they are positive, the results are nonlinear 
increases in utility and value, which enabled Facebook to grow from two users to over 2 billion users in 
just a few years (Cusumano, Gawer and Yoffie, 2019). 
• Flow: Does the platform have the right core transaction? 
The core transaction is the set of actions consumers and producers must complete in order to exchange 
value (Moazed and Johnson, 2016). Getting the core transaction right is the most important piece of 
platform design (Moazed and Johnson, 2016). 
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2.2 Understanding the Construction Industry 
“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to understand more, so that 
we may fear less”. 
 Marie Curie 
2.2.1 Characteristics of the construction industry 
  The construction sector is one of the largest in the world economy, with about $10 trillion spent on 
construction-related goods and services every year (McKinsey Global Institute, 2017). Characterizing 
the industry is not the objective of the thesis, but to merely state some characteristics of the industry that 
are relevant to study. 
Information Intensive: 
 Many (Sommerville and Craig, 2006; Hua, 2013; Christodoulou, 2017; Perera et al., 2017) have 
characterised the construction industry as information intensive. The construction industry is an 
information intensive industry: where huge amounts of documents are generated and exchanged 
between the individual parties contractually bound to the project (Sommerville and Craig, 2006; Hua, 
2013). Successful and timely project completion depends on the accuracy and timeliness of information 
(Christodoulou, 2017). 
 The introduction of Building Information Modelling (BIM) represents the construction sector’s moment 
of digitalization (EUBIM Task Group, 2016). A Building Information Model (BIM)  is a comprehensive 
digital representation of a built facility with great information depth (Borrmann et al., 2014). 
  The function of BIM in engineering and architectural processes is the same as the function of 
management information systems (MIS) for management processes (Turk, 2016). In effect the industry 
remains as information intensive as ever it was but the information now becomes structured and 
appropriate for its need (Sommerville and Craig, 2006). 
Dependent on Gatekeepers:  
  Gatekeepers are market actors in a pipeline business model, responsible to manage the flow of value 
from the producer to the consumer (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). In the construction 
industry, General Contractors have the role of gatekeepers (Laine et al., 2017). 
Fragmented: 
  The industry is also known for being Fragmented (Hua, 2013; McKinsey Global Institute, 2017; Perera 
et al., 2017). The industry is highly fragmented in the sense of, firstly, vertical fragmentation (between 
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project phases) and, secondly, horizontal fragmentation (between different specialists of disciplines at a 
given project phase), where communication and information exchange problems proliferate (Hua, 
2013).  
  The industry’s vertical fragmentation can be understood from a project’s life cycle. While every project 
has a start and end, the specific deliverables and work that take place vary widely depending on the 
project (Project Management Institute, 2017).  
  Projects are typically fragmented along the value chain, with specialists generally operating in one or 
a small number of disciplines (Jan Koeleman et al., 2019). Construction industry’s stakeholders, 
including architects, engineers, and foremen, are more numerous and widely dispersed than those in 
most other industries (Blanco et al., 2017).  
Prone to Information Asymmetry: 
   Communication develops the relationships necessary for successful project’s outcomes (Project 
Management Institute, 2017). However, because of self-interest, the involved parties will not be willing 
to share all the information all of the time (Ceric, 2013). This results in information asymmetry. Schieg 
(2008) describes information asymmetry as a situation in which one of the two co-operation partners is 
better informed than the other one.  
2.2.2 Construction 4.0 
 "Construction 4.0” is our "branch" of Industry 4.0, which refers to the digitalization of the construction 
industry (Construction 4.0 - FIEC, 2020). Ultimately, it's the network of smart machines that are 
digitally connected with one another and create and share information that results in Industry 4.0 
(Bernard Marr, 2018). The key technological concept of Industry 4.0 is cyber physical systems (Klinc 
and Turk, 2019). A cyber-physical system, as defined by Klinc & Turk (2019), is a system with a 
seamless automatic connection between the material world and smart digital components, capable of 
perceiving, directing and controlling the physical world. 
But, how will this change the construction industry? According to Klinc & Turk (2019), here are the 
characteristics that will distinguish the industry 4.0 (construction 4.0) from the previous: 
• Customization:  
  This refers to the personalization of products. Due to the automated transfer of information between 
the material and digital world, Industry 4.0 would considerably lower the price of the production of 
unique items (Klinc and Turk, 2019).  
• Connected and Smart products: 
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  Industry 4.0 will unfold computers that are connected and communicate with one another to ultimately 
make decisions without human involvement (Bernard Marr, 2018). 
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3 CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES 
The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the opportunities of platform business models in construction. 
To do so, a hybrid (transaction and innovation) platform is proposed. A platform that facilitates 
information exchange, collaboration, and that allows complementary innovation is proposed. But before 
proceeding to the proposed platform, the current existing trends are analysed. Since there aren’t many 
business models that operate on that idea, this chapter is divided into two: platform business models in 
construction, and collaboration & document management tools in construction. 
In the first part, current platform-based business models in construction are explored. How they 
implemented the idea of a platform, how they are characterized and how they attracted users will be 
discussed in more detail. 
Secondly, the state-of-the-art collaboration and document management tools are discussed since the 
proposed platform has functionalities similar to collaboration & document management tools.  
3.1 Platform Business Models in Construction 
 Platform ecosystem replacing the traditional pipeline based construction process provides a solution for 
removing the transaction cost, reducing the number of gatekeepers, and creating more value to the 
consumers and producers with less investment and contribution (Laine et al., 2017). However, the 
construction companies have nowhere near exploited the potential of business model innovation when 
making their businesses more profitable and sound (Pekuri, Pekuri and Haapasalo, 2013). That is why 
only one business model, which is relevant to the study, is presented.  
3.1.1 URAKKAMAAILMA.FI 
Urakkamaailma.fi is a finish matchmaking company, launched in 2012. The platform helps house-
owners (clients) to find a suitable contractor. The contractors are checked on registration by the platform 
and reviewed after work completion by the clients.  
What did it try to solve? 
The founder of Urakkamaailma.fi, Kalle Koivuniemi, explained the renovation process in Finland as old 
and needs transformation (Koivuniemi, 2020). He argued that communication was made by letter, 
contractors were very difficult to reach, and tenders were difficult to find (Koivuniemi, 2020). By aiming 
to transform this, the platform was born. 
How does it create value? 
The transaction process for consumers, i.e. the households, consists of three phases: defining households 
renovation work, bidding and contracting phase. The platform assists in all those three phases. It 
provides the households templates for defining their renovation work, thus easing the process and 
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assisting households to clearly define their goals. After the work is defined, the bidding process starts. 
By first providing a database of qualified contractors and then by providing a bid comparison tool, the 
platform assists the households in selecting a better suited contractor for their renovation work. Thirdly, 
the platform creates value by selling security and financial support to the households. It provides legal 
support for the households, i.e. consumers, in case of disputes. It also provides financial support to the 
consumers by partnering up with the Danske Bank (Alhava, Laine and Kiviniemi, 2017). 
How does it attract users? 
Besides being free to register, the platform attracts the consumers, i.e. the households, by providing a 
rated and qualified database of contractors. It also provides a facilitated tendering process for the 
consumer, since the process takes time and could be overwhelming for consumers.  
To the providers, i.e. the contractors, it provides them a tendering environment. The providers can define 
what kind of work they want to provide services. Based on that, the platform sends them an invitation 
to tendering.  
Analysis 
  The platform, Urakkamaailma.fi, solved the chicken-egg problem by attracting contractors. As the 
number of contractors grew, so did the consumers. Even though it is in the early stage in the development 
to examine if it has reached positive or negative network effect, almost 4,600 contractors have registered 
for it, as of 2016 (Renovation and construction marketplace Urakkamaailma wholly owned by Alma 
Mediapartners, 2017). 
The platform also focuses on a specific transaction, that is to match a renovation work with a contractor. 
The platform facilitates the process and reduces the related costs.  
3.2 Coordination and Document Management Tools in Construction 
Since the construction industry is characterised with fragmentation and with being information 
intensive, collaboration and document management tools are necessary. Currently, there are many 
collaboration and document management tools but only few tools are selected based on their usage, 
availability and relevancy to the study. 
A summary of the selected state-of-the-art coordination and document management services and 
solutions is presented in Table 1. The summary is made based on the system architecture type (model-
based or file-based), licensing, main-purpose (coordination or document management), product type 
(service or solution) and notable features. 
A system architecture type is classified into two: Model-based or File based, where model-based 
means instead of uploading a file, the model’s objects/elements are directly uploaded.  
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The product type is classified into Services and Solutions. Services are those that provide help in 
coordinating or document management with their own resource. However, Solutions are those that 
provide a software package for coordination or document management to be used by one’s resource. 
Table 1: Summary of Coordination and Document Management Tools 
 Architecture 
Type 
Licensing Main-Purpose Product 
Type 
Notable Feature 
BIM Server Model-based Open source Collaboration Solution Model-based 
BIM 360 
Design 
File-based Proprietary Collaboration Service Built in viewer 
 
GRAPHISOFT 
BIMcloud 
Model-based Proprietary  Collaboration Solution Caching system 
Trimble 
Connect 
File-based Proprietary  Collaboration Service Open API 
Aconex File-based Proprietary Document 
Management 
Service Integrated Cost 
Management 
 
3.2.1 BIM Server 
BIM server is an open source information storing and managing solution, based on IFC data structure. 
It is based on model-based architecture. This means that instead of storing an IFC as a file, it stores the 
IFC data in a database system. It has database features, like the ability to query, merge and filter the 
BIM-model. 
Besides the database features, the BIM Server has also additional features like model checking, 
versioning, merging, etc.  
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Figure 1: BIM Server Simplified Architecture (Beetz et al., 2010) 
Since it uses IFC data structure at the core of the transaction, the pros and cons of IFC are reflected in 
the BIM server. Being non-proprietary, neutral file format, providing static model geometry are the main 
advantages of using IFC as the core of the transaction. When a locked geometry is required for 
coordination or facility management, IFC could be the better solution. However, when a model is 
required to be modified, unless the software package can translate the IFC into native format, which is 
not the case most of the time, IFC isn't up to the task. Thus, using the BIM Server in the early stages 
could be difficult. 
3.2.2 BIM 360 Design 
BIM 360 Design is an Autodesk cloud collaborations service, which is built on top of BIM 360. BIM 
360 Design is file-based work-sharing, document management and design collaboration cloud solution.  
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Figure 2: BIM 360 Design Revit Work-sharing Workflow (Autodesk, 2020) 
BIM 360 Design is based on providing a CDE with features of visualization and document management.  
Since it is based on native file format, data loss in translation is avoided. However, it’s only limited to 
a few Autodesk products: Revit, Civil 3D and Plant 3D. 
One of the key features of BIM 360 Design is change visualization. It supports a visual interface for the 
changes made, and this makes collaboration easier. The changed element and the changes made are 
visualized. This would make identifying changes easier.  
3.2.3 GRAPHISOFT BIMcloud 
GRAPHISOFT BIMcloud is model-based Nemetschek’s collaboration solution. A client buys the 
product and then can install it on his/her own server. The package can be installed on private or public 
networks.  
GRAPHISOFT BIMcloud has three components: 
• BIMcloud Manager: is the gateway for the server. It manages users, projects, libraries, etc. 
• BIMcloud Server: is the storage for the models. 
• BIMcloud Delta Cache: caches the data locally. 
Any project data that can be imported into ARCHICAD can be communicated via the GRAPHISOFT 
BIMcloud (GRAPHISOFT, 2020a). Thus, data loss due to interoperability is avoided, since it's designed 
for GRAPHISOFT products. However, it is only limited to GRAPHISOFT products. 
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Figure 3: GRAPHISOFT BIMcloud Architecture (GRAPHISOFT, 2020b) 
3.2.4 Trimble Connect 
Trimble Connect is a cloud-based collaboration service, based on a file-based system. Trimble Connect 
targets all phases of the construction using the constructible workflow feature (Trimble, 2020).  
Trimble Connect has a direct integration with Trimble products. It also has an open API that allows 
third-parties to develop their apps. This enables data-flow from a variety of applications and also it 
encourages customization of a workflow. 
3.2.5 Aconex  
Aconex is Oracle’s cloud-based collaboration and project management service. It supports document 
management, workflow automation, bid management, issue management, handover management and 
control of project correspondence and etc. 
Aconex also offers BIM model coordination. It works on a file-based system which is built on open 
BIM standards. It supports IFC and BCF. Aconex has a cloud viewer which facilitates communication 
and management of the coordination process. 
Aconex also supports integrated cost management. It supports Oracle's Primavera P6 Enterprise 
Project Portfolio Management. This adds another dimension to model coordination.  Syncing budget 
and schedule with the model assists in keeping track and project performance. 
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4 OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOTYPE PLATFORM 
In this chapter, the general overview of the prototype platform will be discussed. First the designed 
platform is explained, how it was arrived at proposing the platform and the working mechanism of the 
platform is discussed. Then, the requirements of the platform and the pursued goals are listed and 
discussed. Finally, the business model of the platform will be discussed.  
4.1 The Platform 
A study made by McKinsey Global Institute ( 2017) stated that fragmentation as being one of the root 
causes for the poor productivity in the construction industry. The industry's fragmentation can be 
observed at project-phase level, where different actors are involved in a team specialised for a specific 
phase, or at an industry level, where each project is unique with a need for a specialised team. When a 
team is highly specialised, it results in a lower number of team members, only focusing on a specific 
task. Thus, the industry is characterised by a high number of small and medium Enterprises (McKinsey 
Global Institute, 2017).  
What If those specialised tasks were connected, data-wise? What if making changes in a project wasn’t 
that expensive? What if a project wasn’t started from a scratch? What if there was a way for a project to 
learn from other projects? These are some of the questions that could be addressed while dealing with 
the industry’s fragmentation. 
That is why the author felt it was necessary to demonstrate the opportunities of platform business models 
in construction by addressing the issue. To that extent, a platform is proposed. A house where all the 
project data lives in; A place where all the project actors come to; A stage where the different project 
phases stand on; A class room where a project learns from and teaches to other projects; A collaboration 
platform is proposed. Not only to store the data but also to connect the project data and the project actors 
is proposed.   
Project-actors are the personnel involved in a project, tasked with a specific role. On the other side, a 
project data is the data created and used by those different project actors. One project actor creates a 
project data. Another project actor uses the project data and develops on top of it. This cycle keeps on 
going until the end of the project, with a frequent referring back and changing. From a project data, a 
project information could be generated. Project information includes the metadata of the project and the 
project’s statistics, which then could become an input for the project-actors for the next project.  
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Figure 4: The Platform 
4.2 Requirements And Goals 
4.2.1 Requirements  
The proposed platform has the following requirements: 
• The platform shall integrate into existing solutions and services. 
• The platform shall integrate all the stored project data. 
• The platform shall connect project actors with a project data.  
• The platform shall be secured. 
4.2.2 Goals 
The proposed platform has the following goals to fulfil: 
• The platform should be simple. The design of the platform should be made simple, to use. The 
functionalities should be kept minimal, not to create confusion for users. 
• The platform should be open for third party developers, to encourage complementary 
innovation. 
• The platform should attract project authors: architects and engineers. To do so, the platform 
should entertain some of the details those project authors add to a project data, like complex 
geometry, colour, and so on. Attracting project authors could attract the other project-actors.   
4.3 Business Model 
A platform connects two sides of a market and allows them to exchange value, which could be done 
through a direct connection or other form of connection (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). To 
Platform
Project 
Actors
Project 
Data + 
Information
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that extent the platform tries to connect project to project, and project-actors with the project data. This 
project data is used to generate project information. 
This project information is the exchange value of the platform. For example, a team of architects and 
engineers start working on a project. They enrich the project with data. From this data, project 
information could be generated. The project information includes the summary of the data, like: the 
duration, the materials used, the construction methods, and so on. All that information then becomes an 
input for the project actors while preceding the current project and also for the next project.  
Project 
Actors
Project 
Data
Project 
Information
Owners
Innovation
 
Figure 5: Business Model of the Platform 
4.3.1 Core Transaction 
What is the core transaction of the platform? Why the need of the platform? The platform gives a starting 
point for projects, thus project-actors. The platform’s core transaction is providing project-actors with 
project information. Not just any information, but the appropriate information that can increase the 
productivity of the project-actors, that is match-making the project-actors with project-information. 
To achieve a smooth and reliable match-making, the platform checks the validity of the project 
information by properly generating it from the project data. This project information then becomes a 
reliable source of information for the owners.  
The owners are the different government bodies, organizations, or personals that propose a project or 
initiate a project, most of whom don’t have enough knowledge or experience in the construction. But, 
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for the owners having project information prior to a start of a project gives an insight and understanding 
of what is yet to come. 
The third party that is involved in the transaction of the platform is innovation (see Figure 5). Innovation, 
here, is meant for the body that includes the software vendors, the project actors, the academia and so 
on. In summary, those that innovate and disrupt the industry are included in the group. For this group, 
the project data and project information are their input in the transaction.  
4.3.2 Value Creation 
So how is the platform going to create the value, the project information? How is going to solve the 
chicken-egg problem? 
Project 
Actors
Project 
Data
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Project 
Manager
Cost 
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Innovation 
Quantity 
surveyor
Surveyor
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Conceptual
Cost 
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3D model
Quantity
Material
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Analysis
Innovation
Engineers
 
Figure 6: Base Structure of the Platform 
If zoomed-in enough, the project-actors and project data are at the core level of the platform (see Figure 
6). The project data is created by the project-actors. Thus, the platform should first attract the project-
actors.  
To do so, the platform proposes to the project-actors a connected-project-data. That is for example, in a 
given project, an architect starts with creating a conceptual model; Then the Engineers follow to do the 
design based on the conceptual model; Then the cost estimators estimate the cost based on the designed 
model; And so on, with the frequent going back and changing the data. However, modifying the data 
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only makes sense to the modifier in the case of not connected-project-data. But the platform proposes 
to connect both sides. That is when one modifies the data (for example the 3D model): the second data, 
the data built on top of the modified data, is notified. Thus, the platform user, the project-actor, who is 
connected to the second data is notified. 
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5 ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROTOTYPE PLATFORM 
In this chapter, the underlying architecture of the platform is discussed. First, the entity relation diagram 
(ERD), sequence diagram and the architecture design diagram are illustrated. Then a brief description 
of the class diagram and database design is presented. Finally, the user interface of the platform is 
discussed. 
5.1 Entity Relationship Diagram 
The project database is the core of the platform. The database stores users and project data. It stores 
project data like geometric data, schedule, material data, quantity and cost. The project data is referred 
to as model information, to indicate that the data is based on the model.  
The main core of the design is on the Model-Information entity, which should have, at least, Task-
Element or Geometry-Element entity. The Geometry-Element entity contains geometric data (3D). The 
Task-Element entity contains schedule (4D) data. 
Model 
Information
Task Element
Geometry 
Element
Cost Material
Geometry 
Name
Task Name
Containshas
has has
has
Quantity 
 
Figure 7: ERD of the Platform 
After an instance of Model-Information is created, the element can be enriched with Cost, Quantity and 
Material data. 
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5.2 Sequence Diagrams 
To achieve the desired goal, the client side interacts with the server side (server and database) as 
illustrated in figures 8, 9 & 10. The client side in its basic form consists of a Plugin and Tool (Tool, 
here, refers to the different software packages that are used to create and modify project data). The 
plugin’s main purpose is to properly map the different tool’s file structure to the platform’s structure. 
After the proper mapping of the data, the server checks the validity of the data and stores it in the 
database.   
Plugin ServerTool DatabaseDat ase
Log in Verify 
User?
Get Project list?
Projects list
Projects list
Select a Project?
Alternative
else 
If successful sign in
Invalid User
Invalid User
Get Element list?
Query Elements?
Queried 
Elements
Elements detail
Get Data?
Get data? 
Data
Data
Cache
Open
Could be 
geometry, Cost 
or so
Data
Successful 
interpreted
 
Figure 8: Sequence Diagram of the Platform – part 1 
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Plugin ServerTool DatabaseDat ase
Data
Update Cache
Refresh
Data
Unread 
Notification? 
Get Notification?
Notification
Notification
Message alert  
Precede Get Latest Data?
Of Notified 
Element
Data
Update data
alt
else
if Notification?
Successful 
 
Figure 9: Sequence Diagram of the Platform – part 2 
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Plugin ServerTool DatabaseDat ase
Save
Check for new 
data or changed 
data with Cache 
DB?
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Element list? Query Elements?
Queried latest 
Elements list
Elements detail
Map the newly 
created Element 
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Element list with 
via Name*?
Element Mapped
Update Element 
to its respective 
cataogry
alt
Not Mapped
Element mapped?
Create New 
Element Create
Update
Successful
Saved 
*Name: refers to the  Task Name  or  Geometry Name  
depending on the plugin, could be both attributes.
opt
If change or new data?
Existed Element 
map update
Successful 
 
Figure 10: Sequence Diagram of the Platform – part 3  
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5.3 Architecture Design Diagram 
The platform architecture follows three-tier architecture to introduce modularity. The architecture 
composes the presentation layer, application layer and data layer.  
The presentation layer is the top most layer that the project-actors interact with. The web page and the 
plugins sit on the presentation layer. The presentation layer then communicates with the application 
layer.  
The application layer is the logic layer where the functionality of the platform is controlled by processing 
the data. The processed data is then stored in the data layer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presentation Layer 
• web page 
• plugins (tools) 
 
Application Layer 
python 
Data Layer 
Relation Database 
Figure 11: Architecture Design Diagram 
Controllers 
(Tools) 
Plugin 
Relational DB 
JSON  
(restful API) 
Cache DB 
Figure 13: Architecture of the proposed platform 
Client Side Server Side 
Server side 
Applcation 
Figure 12: Architecture of the Platform 
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5.4 Class Diagram 
The structure of the system, at the data layer, is illustrated in figure 14. As observed from the figure, 
the model information (model element) is at the core of the design. 
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Figure 14: Simplified Class Diagram of the Platform 
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5.5 Database Design 
The platform tries to store and integrate the different project data. The database was designed with the 
idea of modularity. Modularity refers to decomposing into smaller parts. This approach can assist in 
scaling-up. It could also assist in creating a data structure similar to the existing construction project’s 
documentation system (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15: Simplified Database Design of the Platform 
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5.6 User Interface  
The User Interface sits in the presentation layer. The design of the user interface is divided into two 
parts: Web Page and Plugin user interface. 
5.6.1 Web Page UI 
Simplicity and integrating seamlessly into existing tools are the requirements for the proposed platform. 
To create a familiar environment, the web browsable UI is based on social networking sites. 
When a user logs-in, the user is directed to the projects-page. The projects-page servers as a landing-
page, or home-page, which is the starting point of a project.  A user, project-actor, starts a project from 
this page. The list of projects a user is participating on are also found on this page. 
 
Figure 16: Projects page UI 
To create a project, ‘START PROJECT’ is clicked. A project could be started with a title only and 
default settings. After a project has been created, the page is directed to the project-detail-page (see 
Figure 17). The feature to add team members to the project, to edit the project details and the summary 
of the project are found on the Project-Detail page.   
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Figure 17: Project-Detail page UI 
The Store-page can be used to get the available list of plugins. The page is designed to be easier 
to navigate to, by providing a filtering feature.  
 
Figure 18: Store-page UI 
5.6.2 Plugin UI 
As stated, simplicity is the core principle of the platform, thus the plugins will only have three main 
buttons, other than the log-in and log-out buttons. 
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Figure 19: plugin UI 
 
Figure 20: Plugin Sign-in UI 
Open 
The open button retrieves project data from the database. The workflow of the open button is that: First 
a project is selected, then the user is promoted to filter and finally it will retrieve the project data. 
  
 
Figure 22: Project Select UI 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Project filter UI 
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If the user has retrieved data from the database using the same tool (software) and if the previously 
opened elements have been changed, the user is notified using the Notification UI (see Figure 23). 
 
Figure 23: Notification UI 
Save 
The save-button stores the project data to the database. When the button is clicked, it first promotes the 
user to select a project to save to (Figure 22). Then, it will promote the user to map the elements (Figure 
24). 
 
Figure 24: Project Mapping UI 
When a project data is retrieved from the database, the elements id and software tool id (like GUID) is 
stored. Thus, when a user updates the data, the data will be mapped back. When new data is created, the 
user is promoted to map (Figure 24). First the latest data (element list) is fetched from the database, then 
the data (element list) is presented in the 'Un-Mapped' section of the Project-Mapping-UI (Figure 24).  
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The naming standard of an element’s follows: 
Discipline-Level-Station-Geometric Name / Task Name 
Example:  
• STR-L0-S0-Foundation mat/Foundation work 
Where  STR – is the discipline, 
L0 – Level 0,  
S0 – Station 0, 
Foundation mat – is the Geometric name of the element. If the name already exist, the 
server side application adds a number to different it, like column(2).where the number indicates 
it is the second of that name for the geometric name.  
Foundation work – is the Task name of the element.  
 
• '-L0-S0-/Form-work installation'  
The element doesn't specify the discipline, thus starts with '-'. The element doesn't have a 
geometric name as well, thus left blank. 
Refresh 
The refresh-button is used to update the opened data from the database. When clicked the refresh-button, 
the Notification-Detail UI is displayed notifying any new changes to the user (see Figure 25). Depending 
on the tool (the software), it will notify the user by either selecting the element or by giving the name of 
the modified element. The notification also details the modified entity of the element. 
 
Figure 25: Notification-Detail UI 
As presented in figure 25, the “selected element” key word indicates which element was modified. The 
word after “selected element’s” indicates which class of the element is modified. In the above example 
figure 25, the task class was modified. This is to give a context to the project-actor, so that an informed 
decision could be made. 
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The notification detail is only retrieved when the refresh-button is clicked. To promote a continuous 
updating, a pop-up notifier is included in the design. This pop-up notifier notifies the user while working 
with minimum information (see Figure 26). This is done so that the user wouldn’t be confused with a 
detailed notification and also to promote the user to update. Updating frequently assists in creating a 
smoother and reliable system. 
 
Figure 26: Notification Popup UI 
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6 EVALUATION AND TESTING 
In this chapter, the designed system is evaluated and tested. First the prototype platform is evaluated, 
how the prototype fulfils a platform’s definition and how it creates value are discussed.  
On the second part of the chapter, the designed platform is tested against the design requirements. 
6.1 Evaluation 
As discussed platforms do two basic things: reduce transaction costs and enable complementary 
innovation (Moazed and Johnson, 2016). So, does the designed platform do those things? 
Does the platform reduce transaction cost? How? The exchange value of the platform is information, 
project information. This project information is used by the project-actors. Depending on the nature of 
the project (like the location, complexity and other properties of the project), the project-actors go 
through different steps and transactions to retrieve this information. But the platform reduces those 
transactions, by bringing all the relevant project information into one and manageable location, the 
platform.  
What about innovation? Does the platform enable innovation? How? The platform proposed to connect 
the project-actors, project data and project information. The platform achieves this using WEB API.  
Web API is used for communication between the plugins and the server. The API is also used as a 
gateway for the platform. The API provides innovators (the project-actors, software developers, and so 
on) an access to their data, to the project data.  
If the platform reduces transaction cost and enables innovation, how does it grow? What is the network 
effect of the platform? Network effect refers to the impact the users create on the value of the platform, 
positive or negative. Positive network effect refers to the possibility of increase in the platform value by 
the user, while negative network effect refers to the possibility of decrease in the platform value by the 
user.  
In the case of the prototype platform, the project-actors increase the value, i.e. the project information 
(see Figure 26). Increase in project information invites more project-actors, owners and innovation. The 
owners also become more informed about projects and will have a starting point (templates) for 
proposing projects. This will then increase the number of proposed projects. An increase in the number 
of proposed projects will attract more project-actors. Not only that, using the platform to propose 
projects will also invite more innovation. Innovation for all phases of the project would be welcomed 
and are complementary to the platform, since the project data is stored and mapped properly. 
Complementary innovation attracts more projects, more project-actors and more owners. This increase 
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ensures in creating more value for the platform, the project information. This cycle continues and grows 
more (see Figure 27). Thus, the platform could have a positive network effect. 
Project 
Actors
Project 
Data
Project 
Information
Owners
Innovation
 
Figure 27: Network effect of the Platform 
6.2 Testing 
Unit test was done while developing the prototype platform. This section examines the prototype to the 
requirements set before the design, in chapter 4 (see Appendix).  
The platform provides plugins. Two plugins are provided to test the integrations of the platform into 
existing solutions and services. The plugins are designed for Tekla Structures and Excel software. The 
integration of the plugins to those software packages, the integration of the project data and the 
notification system are examined (see Appendix). The workflow taken is: 
i. Open project data using Tekla. 
ii. Modify the data in Tekla. 
iii. Save the data back to the server. 
iv. Open the data in Excel. 
v. Modify the data in Excel. 
vi. Save the data back to the server. 
vii. Refresh the data in Tekla. 
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To test the security of the platform, a test was done which followed as: 
Create two users, user1 and user2. Log in as user1 and start a project. Name the project “sample 
project”. Add user2 as a team member for the project and assign user2 level 1. Open Tekla and 
add a column at level 0 and a beam at level 1. Save the data to the “sample project” project. 
Using the provide web API for the column, try to access the data using the web browser. Verify 
that “authentication requested” message is displayed. Log in to the platform website as user2. 
Try to access the data for the column, using the web API, verify that an “authentication 
requested” message is displayed. Try to access the data for the beam. Verify that geometric data 
for the beam is displayed.  
The test ensured that even if an intruder knows the exact address of the API, s/he must: 
• Register to the platform. 
• Be a team member of the project. 
• Have permission to access the data. 
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7 ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, the prototype platform is analysed. First the strengths and weaknesses of the prototype 
are discussed. Then the opportunities the prototype have are discussed. Finally, the threats the platform 
could faces are detailed. 
7.1 Strength 
At the data layer, the platform uses a relational database system. Using such a system comes with 
advantages, such as: speed, data security, easy to use, prevention of data redundancy, and more. Most 
importantly, databases support multi-users. This made the development of the platform easier, where 
multi-user, i.e. collaboration, is the core idea of the platform. Using a relational database system also 
makes data accessing efficient. In the case where a user wants to access a specific data, or when 
assigning a permission to a specific data, only some portion of the data can be accessed. By using the 
database's querying system, the platform makes data accessing efficient. 
The database stores a structured project data. The project data is not the file, written by any AEC 
software, but the data inside the file. The data in the file, model, is broken down to parts, model elements. 
Model elements, as discussed, are model objects and/or project activities. So, when storing and 
retrieving data, the model elements are sent and retrieved. The database’s querying ability with the 
model-based system, sharpens the platform's efficiency in creating, reading, updating and deleting data. 
The three-tier architecture decouples the data from the application (logic) layer. This means that the data 
is independent of the programs that make use of it, also referred as data independence. Having such a 
system for the AEC is essential since a project’s life span is longer, typically 50 years or more. So, 
having data independence can enable accessing the data throughout the project life span.  
One of the main reasons for proposing the platform was to enable innovation. To do so, the platform 
provides an open API. This API can be used to understand and look inside project data or to create a 
complementary application, complementary to the platform and to one’s needs. Since different actors 
are involved in a project, addressing each and every of their issues and providing a solution could take 
some time. But allowing them to innovate with those challenges could be an approachable solution. 
7.2 Weakness 
The API allows the plugins to send data to the server. The plugins then map the data to the tool’s data 
structure, and vice versa. This kind of approach is prone to data loss. Due to improper mapping or any 
other reason, data could be lost. 
The plugins also retrieve/send data from/to the server, so this two-step process might be costly. The 
plugins workflow, in the case of retrieving data, is that it first retrieves data then maps it. The data that 
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is to be retrieved from could be large. Thus, retrieving this large amount of data and mapping it might 
take some time. 
Comparing the platform to the current trends in the industry, the platform lacks a means to view the 
project data (model viewer). Having the ability to view the project data (model), gives a better 
communication in terms of geometry. 
The platform also lacks the support for standards. The open BIM standards aren’t supported by the 
platform yet.  
7.3 Opportunities 
With integrated BIM (BIM level 3) around the corner, the platform tried to lay the foundation work for 
the coming transformation. BIM level 3 proposes to integrate the different dimensions of project data. 
The geometry data, the scheduling data, quantity and cost data are all integrated in the prototype 
platform. This approach could be a stepping stone for the platform into integrated BIM (BIM level 3). 
Integrating the project data in such a way could also make utilizing AI in the construction industry faster. 
Utilizing AI comes with different opportunities and advantages. But implementing AI doesn’t come off 
easy; data is required. Not any data but a large amount of structured data is required. With the platform’s 
data schema and possibility of attracting more project data, the platform could utilize AI sooner.  
7.4 Threats  
The platform depends highly on plugins. The plugins are installed on the different AEC software 
packages. But to install them on a software package a permission is required from the vendor. As the 
platform grows, some software vendors might see this as a threat and could disallow installing of the 
plugins. 
Table 2: SWOT Analysis of the Prototype Platform 
Strengths  Weakness 
• Database based 
• Efficient data access 
• Model-based 
• Data independence 
• Open API 
• Prone to data loss 
• Slow data access 
• No Built in Viewer 
• Doesn't support open BIM standards. 
Opportunities Threats 
• Integrated BIM 
• AI 
• Software vendors  
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8 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, a conclusion about the thesis is made. First, the work done is summarized. Then the 
limitations of the work done are listed with the possible solutions and what could be improved for future 
is listed. 
8.1 Summary 
The construction industry has been known to be less innovative even though the industry is made up of 
artists, designers, builders who reinvent the wheel every time, for each project. There are many reasons 
for the industry not being very innovative. But utilizing the work force could enable the industry’s 
innovation. Innovation in the industry could solve some of the issues the industry is facing and assist in 
digitalization of the industry. 
To encourage innovation, the thesis proposed the use of platform business models. Platform business 
models come with many opportunities. Most importantly platforms allow resources to be shared and 
encourage innovation. To demonstrate a use case, the thesis proposed to solve one of the industry’s 
issues - model based collaboration - using a platform. There are different solutions that provide a 
collaboration environment in the industry but the thesis tried to provide a platform-based collaboration 
system. The prototype platform tried to defragment the industry’s data structures and create linked data. 
Thus, reduce the cost of communication between the fragmented parts.   
Before the design of the platform preceded, the current technology trends were analysed. Some of the 
notable features of those technology trends were taken as input for the development of the platform. 
Overall, approaching the industry’s issues using a platform-based model resulted in involving more 
communities in the solution. The platform also provided added features that were difficult to achieve 
otherwise. Data independence, i.e. allowing data to be viewed and modified irrespective of the tool used, 
is the most notable of those features. Besides that, it allows the community, especially the SMEs, to 
share resources. It allows sharing of project information and innovations (like ideas, apps) between the 
community. 
8.2 Future Work 
The thesis tried to give a context to applying platform business models in the construction industry. The 
thesis tried to demonstrate a use case of platforms in the industry. However, a more detailed framework 
could be developed to assist in applying platforms into the construction industry’s existing business 
model. The thesis focused on providing a hybrid (transaction and innovation) platform. But a more 
specific use case could also be developed to demonstrate their separate advantages. Where each platform 
could be applied on and how it could be applied on are some of the questions that could be answered. 
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The analysis indicated that the platform could be prone to data loss. The database schema was designed 
to defragment the industry’s data structures. However, a more general database schema could be 
developed that could minimize data loss.  
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APPENDIX 
Test numbers 1 – 4 are to examine the plugin’s integration in to Tekla Structures. 
1. Run Tekla structures. Verify that the platform’s plugin is installed. 
Status: Pass 
2. Click the Log-in button. The plugin shall provide you with a log in dialog. Log in using the 
provided username and password. Verify the plugin provides you with a list of projects and 
the open, save and refresh button are enabled.  
Status: Pass 
3. Click the log-out button. Verify that there no project list available in the project list dropdown. 
Status: Pass  
4. Verify the open, save and refresh buttons are disabled. 
Status: Pass 
Test numbers 5 – 8 are to examine the plugin’s integration in to Tekla Structures. 
5. Run Excel. Verify that the platform’s plugin is installed 
Status: Pass 
6. Click the Log-in button. The plugin shall provide you with a log in dialog. Log in using the 
provided username and password. Verify the plugin provides you with a list of projects and 
the open, save and refresh button are enabled.  
Status: Pass 
7. Click the log-out button. Verify that there no project list available in the project list dropdown. 
Status: Pass  
8. Verify the open, save and refresh buttons are disabled. 
Status: Pass 
Test numbers 9 - 13 examines the Tekla’s plugin functionality to retrieve/store data from/to the server. 
9. Click the open button on the Tekla’s plugin. Verify that the plugin promotes you to select a 
project.  
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Status: Pass 
10. Select “Axum” from the project list. Verify that a filtering dialog is displayed. 
Status: Pass 
11. Fill in the “Level – From” field 0 and fill the “Level – up to” field 2. Leave the “Station” field 
empty. Select from the “Discipline” drop down of “STR”. Verify that a structural frame with 
two floors is displayed.  
Status: Pass 
12. Add one beam bracing to the first-floor columns. Click the save button. Verify that a mapping 
dialog is displayed. 
Status: Pass  
13. Select the bracing beam and map it to the “-L0-S0-/concrete works”. Verify that a success 
message is displayed. 
Status: Pass 
Test numbers 14 - 17 examines the Excel’s plugin functionality to retrieve/store data from/to the 
server. 
14. Click the open button on the Excel’s plugin. Verify that the plugin promotes you to select a 
project.  
Status: Pass 
15. Select “Axum” from the project list. Verify that a filtering dialog is displayed. 
Status: Pass 
16. Leave the fields empty. Verify that a list of elements is generated.  
Status: Pass 
17. In the “price analysis” sheet, change the “-L0-S0-column/concrete works” element’s material 
cost to 25. Then click save button. Verify that a success message is displayed. 
Status: Pass  
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Test number 18 examines the platform’s functionality to connect the geometry data and cost data. 
18. On Tekla’s plugin, click refresh button. Verify that an element is selected and notification 
message is displayed with the modified element’s data. 
Status: Pass 
 
